v discussion of the anthology Growing Up Aboriginal in Australia, in which young Indigenous Australians document the experience of coming of age on the under-resourced edge of Australian society, and Sleiman El Hajj's essay foregrounds life narratives that convey the pressures on Palestinian refugees and on cis and transgender women who are making a place for themselves in Lebanon. Though certainly inadequate and restrictive, the established denominators of countries and regions continue to spur us to think through the dynamic, often conflicted interactions among personal, community, and national identities as they are reflected in auto/biographical projects.
As in the past, this note introducing the International Year in Review also serves as a call for papers. Happy as we are with this year's collection, we're always aiming to broaden the feature's scope. Following the launch of the first installment, we have actively sought submissions representing what we still see as especially conspicuous absences, including Argentina, Denmark, Egypt, Greece, Ireland, Israel, Japan, New Zealand, Norway, Russia, Sweden, and Switzerland, but we invite reviews of the year's work in life writing in any other "part of the world. " Over the past two years, Edgard Sankara and Nick Tembo have supplied vibrant essays on Burkina Faso and South Africa, respectively, but the countries of the African continent are still underrepresented. Likewise, this year we are very pleased that Sergio da Silva Barcellos (Brazil), Gabriel Jaime Murillo-Arango (Colombia), and Gerardo Necoechea Gracia (Mexico) have all come back with excellent reviews, but we would welcome more contributions from Central and South America. We have stepped into the Caribbean with Rose Mary Allen and Jeroen Heuvel's essay on Curaçao in last year's collection, and this year, with Ricia Chansky's reflections on online stories of life in post-hurricane Puerto Rico, but again, we'd like to see more. We hope readers of this issue will be inspired to contribute an essay covering a "country or region" they know well and to encourage colleagues to share their expertise.
I will end by singling out a contributor who has been with us from the start of our International Year in Review initiative and whose submission for this year points us toward the globally informed vision of life writing studies this feature seeks to foster. In his essay, Sergio Barcellos offers an analysis of the proceedings of the 2018 World Conference of the International Auto/Biography Association, which he co-hosted with Alberto Ferreira da Rocha Júnior and Suely da Fonseca Quintana at the Universidade Federal de Saõ Jõao del-Rei in Brazil. Surveying the presentations by Brazilian scholars, Sergio affirms the conference's effort to mitigate the barriers of language by giving participants the opportunity to present their work in Portuguese, but he observes that the question of translation-a question with both practical and philosophical implications-continues to challenge the discipline of life writing studies. In the conferences we convene, the collaborations we undertake, the individual research projects we pursue, and the classes we teach, many of us working in the field gesture toward the need for a more thoroughgoing engagement with linguistic difference and the epistemological differences it inevitably entails. Sergio's assessment of the 2018 conference leads him to ask what it would mean for that gesture to become something more than a gesture. In particular, how might the guiding concepts in life writing studies, by and large formulated in English and French, more productively inform-and in turn be informed byscholarly work in other languages and cultural locations? Recognizing that not all differences can or should be resolved through translation, Sergio ends his overview of the conference on a hopeful note, asserting his belief "that some of our ideas could be and were, in fact, translated. "
Like the IABA conferences, Biography's International Year in Review seeks to bring together perspectives on life writing from a wide variety of contexts to encourage comparative insights and cross-context dialogues that respect differences without seeing them as insurmountable obstacles. We send a warm obrigado to Sergio for reminding us of the stakes of that ambition, and we thank all the contributors who have made this year's collection of essays our most diverse International Year in Review so far.
John David Zuern

Annual Bibliography
Ninety-one books and thirty-two single-volume edited collections appear in this year's bibliography of critical and theoretical works about life writing. By far the most prolific publisher of such scholarship has been Palgrave Macmillan, with ten monographs and seven volumes of essays. Much of this production can be attributed to Palgrave's Studies in Life Writing Series; a similar commitment accounts for the seven books and one collection appearing from Routledge. Together, these two presses produce twenty percent of the monographs, and twenty percent of the articles published in edited collections, special issues, and clusters-and this does not take into account the contents of the journals they publish.
University presses are the source for the vast majority of the lifewriting scholarship appearing in book form. Illinois published eight volumes and a collection this year; Oxford released seven books. Presses with long running series of critical lifewriting texts continued to produce new books-Wilfred Laurier (four) and Universitätsverlag Winter (three). Notable this year was Cambridge University Press, whose two edited collections on Irish subjects contained forty-eight essays between them. Nebraska issued three monographs this year; two appeared from Columbia, Edinburgh, Johns Hopkins, MIT, Toronto, Virginia, and Yale as well.
vii Journals devoted to the criticism and theory of life writing published a very substantial proportion of the special issues, clusters, and individual articles over the past year. Fifteen of the forty-seven edited collections were special issues and clusters of these journals, representing 107 of the 501 articles that appeared in such gatherings. Biography itself had a special issue and two clusters, for a total of twenty-three articles. The European Journal of Life Writing published twenty-five articles in three collections, while a/b: Auto/Biography Studies' two special issues contained twenty-three essays. Oral History Review and Life Writing had two collections each, representing sixteen and eleven articles, respectively, and AvtobiografiЯ had one cluster of five. The Journal of Modern Lifewriting Studies organized five articles in two very brief clusters, but it published by far the most individual articles of any lifewriting journal-fifty, with a very substantial majority in Chinese. Life Writing featured twenty separate essays, with the other journals ranging between five and ten: a/b: Auto/Biography Studies (nine), Auto/Biography Yearbook (eight), Auto/Fiction (eight), the European Journal of Life Writing (seven), Genealogy (seven), Oral History Review (seven), Studies in Testimony (six), and Biography (five). In addition to its cluster, the Russian journal AvtobiografiЯ published three articles. These journals published 130 of the 244 individual essays in this year's bibliography-testimony to just how important their collective contribution is to defining the field of life writing.
The disparity between articles appearing in edited collections, special issues, and clusters, and those published in regular issues of journals, continues at a proportion of roughtly two to one-501 to 244. And despite the proliferation of avenues for publication, the number of entries for this year's bibliography-just over 900-is significantly smaller than the 1,300 or 1,400 entries of just a few years ago.
What accounts for this decrease? Three related causes suggest themselves. First, the steady retreat away from more traditional print sources of criticism and theory, and toward online and open-access venues, has made it far more difficult to search efficiently. (Google Scholar is not a sharp instrument.) Second, the comprehensive bibliographies, citations indexes, and publication catalogues at one time provided a fairly reliable and timely survey of significant new publications in most disciplines. Their decline, or even their disappearance, has greatly complicated the task of distinguishing between carefully prepared, peer-reviewed, and well-edited scholarship and a paper delivered at a conference that appears immediately as part of the online "Proceedings. " And third, the increasing focus on area studies and situated knowledges, with the welcome validation not only of the significance of such work, but also of the appropriate languages and venues for publication in the broadest sense, has made the task of identifying, accessing, and summarizing such scholarship more of a challenge.
viii Contrary to our yearly tallies, we do not believe that the amount of lifewriting scholarship being produced is shrinking; to represent the range and diversity of such scholarship, we must therefore develop new tools for seeking it out. One major response on Biography's part has been the creation of the now-annual International Year in Review, featured in this issue. But reconsidering how to prepare our annual critical bibliography is certainly on the agenda in the near future. For all its limitations and faults, it continues to be the most wide-ranging, detailed, and useful annual portrait of life writing as a subject, a method, and a provocation.
Craig Howes
